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Dean of A night in the cold

Students
By Frank Washkuch
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

After serving at Fair-field University
for over a decade, Assistant Vice President of Student Services and Dean of
Students GwenVendley will resign at the
end of this semester, effective Dec. 31.
Returning to her home state of California, Vendley will preside as Chief of
StudentAffairs at Woodland Community
College near Sacramento, an institution
that filters the majority ofits students
into the University of California-Davis
and California State University-Sacramento. Retaining many ofthe responsibilities she holds as aFairfield vice president, Vendley will oversee the officers
ofthe registrar, student affairs, counseling and judicial affairs.
While Fairfield has not yet named a
successor for Vendleys position, an acting dean is expected to take office in
January. A national search for permanent candidates will also begin during
Spring semester.
"We'll miss her, but we'll fill the
spot," said Vice President of Student
Services William Schimpf "There are a
lot ofinteresting people interested in the
position. Well be trying hard to fill the
position when she leaves."
Vendley will leave behind more than
ten years ofservice to the students and
administration ofFairfieldUniversity at
the end ofthe year. After occupying the
position of Director of First Year Experience for three years, she moved into
the dean's office in 1993, where she has
remained since. Prior to Fairfield, she
was employed as a professor at Long
Island University
While she has been most renowned
for herworkwithFairfield'sjudicial process, she has also had a hand in other
realms of student goings on, including
working with both student leaders and
conducting student alcohol evaluations.
In her unique position, Vendley has had
theopportunity tobothhelp craft student
effectiveness and advise troubled students on their behavior.
"The most rewarding part is work. ing with the students themselves,"
Vendley said. "With student leaders, you
see what can be done with their opportunities. With troubled students, I try to
help them see where they can go with
their lives."
See "VENDLEY" on p. 5

This Week..
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Whose grades are they?
Faculty subcommittee to investigatepolicy ofreleasing grades toparents
at the same time the school sends the
waiver home to the students, they also
send home a letter to parents informing
them that their sons or daughters have
Lauren Papa received a blizzard of received the waiver and advising them
mail from Fairfield after she was ac- to have their children sign it.
"Attempting to coerce students to
cepted, including a form that allows the
university to release her grades to her sign the form by sending it to their parents' home and notifying their parents
parents.
Papa, now a sophomore, said she did of its existence is simply unethical,"
not realize she had signedawaiver until Rakowitz wrote in her letter.
Classical studies professor Vincent
after beginning school. "I don't think
Rosivach
also feels the way the univeranyone, including my parents, have a
sity
goes
about
getting the form signed
right to see my grades. I earned them, I
can
be
misleading.
should get them."
"Incoming freshmen receive piles
Papa is not alone in this belief. Sevand
piles of papers," Rosivach said.
eral feculty members say they oppose the
"Most
students sign it without knowing
administration's policy of circumventing
federal law and giving parents the op- what it is." Dr. Rosivach said in an Academic Council meetinglast May thatthe
portunity to see students' grades.
After receiving a letter from psychol- release form "is deceptive; it opens the
ogy professor Susan Rakowitz, the door to everything."
But Dean of Freshmen Debnam
faculty's Academic Council has decided
to form a subcommittee to investigate Chappell believes the release is in the
whether the administration's current students'best interests.
"Freshman year is a year of transipolicy should be changed.
tion,"
Chappell said "Formanystudents
Dr. Rakowitz believes the university
it
is
difficult.
The release has two goals:
uses coercion to force students into signit
allows
parents
to call the dean ifthere
ing the waiver. According to Rakowitz,
By Kevin CaHahan
STAFF WRITER

Comments
Problem with
procrastination?

Time to concede, Al!
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are any questions and it allows the mailing ofmidterm estimates home" during
a student's freshman year. "It does not
allow the dean to call the parents."
'Its hard for the faculty to understand
the administration's side. When parents
call about their children, they do not call
the professors. They call the deans,"
Chappell said. "Faculty members who
disagree have a point ofview, but they
are unable to see the issue from my perspective. More often they don't know
the student as well as I do."
Fairfield has changed its rules many
times in regards to how the school releases students' grades. In the early
1990s, students' midterm grade estimates (now called deficiencies) were
sent to every student's home address.
These grades were addressed to the students, but they were mailed at a time
when the students were at Fairfield not
at home.
This was done in the hopes, according to Rakowitz, "that many ofour students' parents would illegally open mail
addressed to someone else, and thereby
be informed oftheir student's academic

—
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A Community Unified

Facult

y divided over university policy

New group formed to improve campus relations
By Laura Walsh
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In an effort to make the Fairfield
University community stronger, the
Multicultural Relations Center has
formed a new program, called the Community Building Action Group.
According to Larry Mazon, the head
of the Group and the director of the Center for Multicultural Relations, it is a

people just speaking, rather than the
gathering of an actual committee.
However, by the third meeting, it had
been decided that the Community Building Action Group would be formed during the current Fall 2000 semester. "The
members will look at the tasks that came
up during the previous three forums,"
said Mazon.
In addition, Mazon predicts that the
Community Building Action Group will
sponsor several celebratory activities

The Community Building Action Group is for those
people who would like to strengthen our community.
They should come to the meetings and help to break
down any social barriers that exist on campus.
—Larry Mazon
}}
group of students, professors and members of the administration who would
like to make the community a better,
more united place for all.
"The Community Building Action
Group is for those people who would like
to strengthen our community. They
should come to the meetings and help to
break down any social barriers that exist on campus," said Mazon.
The idea of such a club was prompted
by an article written last year by a student for The Mirror. According to
Mazon, a few Fairfield students were
offended by the article, which deemed
certain organizations on campus as unnecessary. The students reacted by holding three community forums, in which
everyone was allowed to express their
personal views about life on campus.
These meetings consisted of individual

that commemorate the entire community.
"I think that the Community Building Action Group is an excellent idea in
theory because a good community environment is so important on campus. I
will, however, be curious to see what
methods they employ to bring about such
a community environment," commented
Jennifer Gregory 03.
"Unity is important at any school, especially at Fairfield, so that we could
uphold a Christian ideal," said Michael
Brosnan 03. "I would hope that this will
promote unity among students and faculty alike."
The first meeting for the Community
Building Action Group will be held on
December 7 at 6:30 at the Center for
Multicultural Relations, which is located
on the fourth floor of Loyola. Light refreshments will be served.

By Kevin Lardner

Continued from p. 1
progress."
"Sending students' grades to their
home addresses was a sneaky way of informing parents of their children's
grades," Rakowitz said in an interview.
After she first brought this matter to
the Academic Council's attention, the
university changed its rules regarding the
mailings. Rather than sending grade estimates to every student, Fairfield then
began to send deficiencies to students in
academic danger, which were mailed to
the students' campus boxes.
Yet Dean Chappell encourages students to sign the release because she believes there are great benefits to the interaction between the school and parents,
which could not exist if-the release is not
signed.
"Many times during conversations
with a parent, other topics will come up
regarding the student that relates to. academics. Often times a student may have
a learning problem he or she hasn't told
the school about. This may come up
during a conversation with a parent. We
can then provide an environment in
which we can help the student."
"Parents send their children to Fairfield because we are an environment that
cares," Chappell said. "This release is a
way we provide services to our students." Other schools follow systems
similar to Fairfield's, she said.
Some professors, parents and students feel that parents should be able to
access grades. Junior Greg Zacholl believes that "since my parents are paying
the tuition bills they have the right to
check on my grades, if they feel so inclined."
Graduate Education Professor Paula
Gill-Lopez believes "to a certain extent
parents should know how their children
are progressing in school academically
so that there can be a supportive link
from the home to the university."
Elizabeth Delli Bovi, whose son is a
junior at Fairfield, believes the education she is paying for is a "product."

Therefore, Mrs. Delli Bovi says "it is ridiculous to prevent those who pay for
the product from having access to the
grades. As a "consumer" I feel I have a
right to know the grades so I can judge
if I am getting my money's worth from
the product I am paying for. The parental waiver seems to be a middle ground
complying with the law and with the
needs of the parents."
Rakowitz thinks the trade off of tuition for access to grades could be damaging. "This logic implies setting up distinctions based on socioeconomic status.
We could infantilize students whose parents are wealthy, grant full adult responsibilities to students whose expenses are
covered by grants and loans, and find
some middle ground for students who
receive some merit- and/or need-based
aid. Even if parents are fully footing the
bill, that's a private financial arrangement between parent and student."
"College students are adults,"
Rakowitz said. "They are making the
transition into adulthood and need to
begin taking responsibility into their own
hands. If they fail a class they need to
know it's not the end of the world."
She continued by saying that if students feel they need to pass a class to
appease their parents then they are not
fully becoming adults in college.
Dean Chappell said notifying the parents of grades "doesn't release students
from responsibility. It seems to me those
who don't like the policy may be doing
a disservice to the students by taking
away one of the tools we have to help
them."
Other professors disagreed. "My responsibility as a teacher is to the students, not the parents," English professor Richard Regan said.
Dr. Rosivach agreed, saying "my
dealing is with my students, not their
parents."
"Parents need to know," according to
Rakowitz, "by law, it's not your right to
see your children's grades."

November 27
208 p.m. - A report was given to Security concerning a professor who
fractured their elbow and sustained other minor injuries after falling near the
construction area behind Bannow during the previous day.

Stressing out about.

10:35 p.m. - Drug paraphernalia was discovered in a room in Kostka during a
fire alarm. The case has been referred to Judicial.

finals
term papers

November 28
12:45 a.m. - A male resident was transported to the Health Center after
injuring his hand while striking a wall in Campion.
November 29
1:30 a.m. - A male non-student attempted to enter campus and was turned
away by Security. He then attempted to gain entrance by entering with a
resident. Security issued a Criminal Trespass Warning and escorted the male
off campus.
December 2
12:45 a.m. - An intoxicated female student was found in Regis. She was
transported to St. Vincent's Hospital.

housing dilemmas
relationship problems
going home for the holidays
•
s

•
.
•
c

•
1:30 a.m. - A female student was observed staggering down McAuliffe Hill. .
She was transported to the Health Center.
•
•
2:00 a.m. - An intoxicated female student was found in Regis and was
•
transported to St. Vincent's Hospital.
•
•
December 3
•
12:00 p.m. - A female student reported that her purse was missing from her •
room in Jogues. Maintenance workers discovered the purse and turned it
•
over to Security. Although the purse was found and returned, several personal •
items were lost.
•
•
9:45 p.m. - The vending machine in Kostka was tipped over, broken into and •
looted. The case is under investigation.
•

leaving your Fairfield friends
where to go for your spring break
senior year and upcoming graduation

Why not talk about it?
call

COUNSELING SERVICES
Dolan Hall
254-4000 ext.2146
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Constitution vote delayed
FUSA reschedules date to better inform student body of changes
By Ali Moonan
STAFF WRITER
Faced by last-minute questions and
concerns, the Fairfield University Student Association decided to delay the
vote on a revised constitution and rescheduled the vote for Tuesday, December 12:
Amanda Betz '02, Vice President of
FUSA Senate and co-author of the proposed constitution, said concerns were
raised at a November 28th meeting that
the student body was not well enough
informed to vote on December 5 as originally planned. Changes to the document
were still being made just days before
the scheduled vote.
"We wanted to make sure that the
constitution got out there [before the
election]," said Ken Dunaj '02, co-author of the constitution. (The proposed
constitution can be seen on the Internet
at www.fairfieldmirror.com.)
The election will take place in the
Barone Campus Center next to the Information Desk. Voting times will be
between 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Vin Farisello '03, who originally was
not pleased with the content of the constitution, has seen the revised version and
said he was "very happy that Ken and
Amanda addressed some of our con-

I;

Photo: Ali Moon an
Vice President of Senate Amanda Betz '02 spoke about constitutional changes on Nov. 28.

cerns." His major concern was that the
student body did not know that a constitution even existed within FUSA and
wanted "FUSA to tell students about it
in an unbiased manner."
Although Farisello believes that a
good effort was made to address his concerns, two problems still remain:
multicultural events and the representation of clubs and organizations.

Farisello believes that multicultural
events receive no representation in government, and there is a lack of representation for clubs and organizations within
FUSA.
FUSA President Kevin Hayes disagrees with Farisello's objections. "Mr.
Farisello is inaccurate in both of his objections," he stated. According to Hayes,
under the new constitution, the cultural

positions available on FUSA (two directors and two assistant directors) will "be
exerting influence over all programming." Hayes believes that they are at a
more advantageous position under the
new constitution.
Hayes also believes that the clubs and
organizations will be happy under the
new constitution because they will be
given the opportunity to govern themselves.
"Right now, the clubs have no set
position to represent clubs [in FUSA],"
he said. "[The new constitution] will
eliminate animosity between COSO and
clubs that has existed in the past."
Under the revised constitution:
* The annual election of student positions shifts from January to April, effective in 2001.
* A programming branch is being created, which will be in charge of the many
activities FUSA sponsors. This allows
people in charge of activities, such as
major concerts and dances, to put all of
their effort in planning these events. This
branch also holds four positions, two
directors and two assistant directors, for
multicultural events and affairs.
* Separate presidents, vice presidents
and treasurers of all classes will be
elected by popular vote.
* Three new branches will be formed:
See "STUDENT" on p. 5

Political interest low among college students
By Glenn Coffin
STAFF WRITER
Jim Angell is a senior who drives the
FUSS BUS for a little extra cash. On
Election Day, he was running his usual
route when a group of freshmen asked
him to take them to the polls so that they
could vote.
"This one girl was so excited to vote
she could hardly sit still. But when we
got there, there was some problem and
they couldn't vote. I think they were like
five minutes late or something. The poor
thing cried she was so upset," he said.
This young student is among the minority at Fairfield. For a school made up

When asked about government on
campus, most students have very little
idea of what FUSA is all about. In a survey of 10 freshmen picked at random,
eight out of 10 people sampled had no
idea who the president of FUSA was.
One girl however was able to positively
identify that he was in fact, a guy.
This apathy and lack of interest is not
mutually exclusive to freshmen. In last
year's FUSA elections, 1,400 students
cast ballots on Election Day, just 360
more students than the year before.
"I think we have a really stratified
population here," said Jeanne DiMuzio,
Assistant to the Dean of Students and
former Director of Student Activities.
"Four hundred students live at the beach,
200 in the apartments and 400 in the

44
^
I don't think a lot of college age students realize
that elections both on and off campus can directly
affect their lives. They are oblivious to what affects their lives
-Tim Healy, RTM member & Fairfield Chief Justice

^ >5
of 3,100 undergraduate students, very
few are active in campus or local politics.
"I don't think a lot of college age students realize that elections both on and
off campus can directly affect their
lives," said RTM District 4 member and
Fairfield Chief Justice Tim Healy. "They
are oblivious to what affects their lives."
For many Fairfield University students, last month's presidential election
was the first that they were able to vote
in. However, for every student that did
vote, many just did not seem to care.

townhouses. The rest live in the dorms,
and they are the ones that have the elections shoved in their faces."
DiMuzio also illustrated that voting
machines are placed in the dining halls
around election times, subsequently
making it easier for underclassmen to
vote.
According to Dr. John Orman, the
apathy of Fairfield and college age students is not all together uncommon.
"Less than half the college age kids ages
18-24 in this country voted this past year.
These are the lowest figures of any age

group," he said.
Federal government studies have indicated that the highest voter turn out in
the 18-24 age bracket was in 1972. In
that election, Richard Nixon was overwhelmingly re-elected to a second term
in the white house. Since then, the numbers have declined every year.
"Politicians think we', the younger
generation, don't care; maybe because
we don't vote," said Jennifer Roark, a
former student at Whittier Christian High
School in La Habra, California. "As a
result of not voting, we are labeled as
apathetic."
The label of apathy in the post Nixon,
post Watergate era is not uncommon. The

years following Richard Nixon's second
Administration were ones of social turmoil that resulted in declining views of
the government by the American youth.
But could it also be because of the
influence of Ronald Reagan? The feisty
actor who shunned big government and
welcomed states rights?
The complacency of generation X
could quite possibly be linked to the
small government movement of the
Reagan years. Whether or not the reasons behind it is clear, political views on
campus are extremely diverse.
"I think a lot of this has to do with
the fact that politics has become neutralSee "LACK" on p. 5

Fairfield's not alone
Voter apathy is common at other schools as well
The lack of enthusiasm about government extends to college campuses across
the countryVoter apathy is not something that is exclusive to Fairfield University. Barely
50 percent of the student population at Haverford College in Pennsylvania ever
turned out to vote in campus elections, according to Jesse Ehrenfeld, Co-President of the Students Council.
"This is the first time in years we haven't had to rerun the election because of
poor voter turnout." he said. "We have a lot of night owls here, and most students voted between 2 and 7 a.m. This was a turnout of convenience."
According to Ehrenfield. the school moved to online voting in 1998. when
ballot boxes were stuffed more than 100 times in support of a fake candidate not
appearing on the ballot
At the University of Southern Florida, a student government election drew
little interest from the student body. Sophomore Aileen Jorge asked, "When are
they? Who's running?"
This discontent and apathy is tied to concerns that are better placed elsewhere. "I'm sorry I don't know anything about these elections, who's running
anything." said junior Chris Kara. "I really have better things to worry about:
jobs, grades, money."
"Only 50.7 percent of eligible voters cast a ballot [for president] on November 7th." said Curtis Gans. director of the Committee for the Study of the American Electorate in Washington. "This puts it in the range of very low turnout."
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Homeless for a night
By Kristen Delaney
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Looking at my clock resting next to
my comfortable bed, I realized it was
time to get ready. I was slightly anxious
about the night's events, especially since
it had been raining all day. I scurried
through my drawers, selecting the warmest clothes I could find.
I thumbed through my pajama
drawer, claiming a pair of flannel pajamas as my night's companion, and
placed them on the growing pile of
clothes on my bed. Finally, after the selective process, I prepared to cover myself.
Stepping first into my pink thermal
underwear, then the flannels, then finally
my bright red sweatpants, I was ready
to tackle a blizzard. God, I thought to
myself, I'm only half done. Reluctantly,
I packed my upper body with garments:
thermal undershirt, a long-sleeved Regis
T-shirt, and my favorite gray sweatshirt.
Between the sweats, I swam in the large
material, the shirt coming down to mid
thigh, and giving me the appearance of
being a snowman's first cousin.
Desperately clinging to the huge
blanket that I had ripped off my bed,
which was spilling through my hands, I
waddled past my housemates, feeling all
bundled up like Randy from "The Christmas Story," and couldn't help but wonder if I would need help if I happened to
fall.
I began my journey from the apartments to the chapel, trying to ignore the
curious looks from drivers as I crossed

concrete that I began to understand. It
was unbelievable how this small piece
of cardboard could cut away so much of
the cold.
I arranged my belongings across my
piece of cardboard, creating a bed with
my blanket, pillow and newly acquired
mattress. Time ticked on and, as it closed
in on 11,1 decided to make a trek over
to Regis to visit my old roommate (and
to steal her sleeping bag to add to the
layers on my makeshift bed). There was
a bitter fluctuation in my body temperature; when I sat still, I began to slowly
become numb even though it was not a
particularly cold night. When I walked
around, I became overheated due to the
amount of layers on me. I couldn't help
but think of the real homeless, who had
to carry all the layers with them constantly, while I was complaining about
it for only one night.
After a little while, I returned to my
habitation for the night, observing the
occurrences around me. Many students
were staying for the duration of the night,
however many acquaintances stopped by
for some time, providing food, extra
blankets or simply their company to the
"homeless."
A group of about four students,
grouped together in a huddle, shared sentimental stories and read out of a book,
appearing to be "Chicken Soup for the
Soul." Others formed a circle and played
cards, while more gathered in front of
the pillar to the chapel, their laughter lingering in the air. Some lay in the boxes,
as if in tubs, and created a society of box
people. Overall, there was a general feeling of community as voices cut through
the cold.

44
=
I had always seen the homeless sitting on cardboard, and I had never really stopped to wonder
why. It wasn't until I lay my body down on the
crude concrete that I began to understand. } 5
the street. My feet, concealed in two
pairs of socks and sneakers, stuck
slightly in the fresh mud that was slopped
in front of the library, a souvenir of the
perpetual construction that cramped my
daily walk to class. It was all worth it
though, as I thought that there was no
chance any brisk air was going to get
through me this night.
By the time I reached the top of the
chapel hill, I had broken into a slight
sweat and felt extremely weighed down
by my extra skin. It was about half past
ten, and there was already a congregation of about 15 vagabond students lingering in front of the chapel, as the statue
of St. Francis provided a guarding relic.
Many of the participating students were
a part of campus ministry, including Lectors and Eucharistic Ministers, but others had no affiliation other than to their
conscience.
Directly in the middle of the surrounding area stood an erected construction of cardboard boxes. In the shape of
a small field goal, they housed a sign that
said "Welcome to Cardboard City'. After its charm had been appreciated, its
existence was converted into practicality. Hungrily, the gathered students and
I ripped some of the boxes apart to create bedding for the night, a shield from
the coldness of the unforgiving ground.
I had always seen the homeless sitting on cardboard^4nd I had never really stopped to wonder why. It wasn't
until I lay my body down on the crude

There was a sharp distinction between the people sleeping out for the
night, and the friends visiting. While the
students sleeping outside looked like
they were going camping, in sleeping
bags and woolen hats with pompoms on
the top, the visitors wore their normal
clothes. From my angle lying on the
floor, the upside-down legs clothed in
Structure jeans and held in Rockport
shoes looked so superior to my sweats.
They extended into the sky and appeared
to be so massive and ritzy, and I felt
slightly inhuman and humble.
The sleepers were frequently visited
by the chaplains, and at 11:45 there was
a Blistex Anointing. As Father Rick advanced towards the students, there was
a happy uproar as he took out his small
circle of Blistex, and he commented that
it was the Balm of Healing. He went to
every student, and glided the ointment
across their foreheads in the sign of the
cross, saying a prayer to them as he conducted his merry ceremony. The air
filled with menthol, my body was
warmed slightly with the addition of this
Holy Balm.
However, I think it was more the fact
that someone cared enough to anoint us
that filled me with comfort than the actual balm. At midnight I was brought
some hot chocolate from a friend, and
its smooth, Styrofoam encased warmth
further heated my insides.
After the anointing, and after the
friendly chatter died down, was when the

Photo: Bridget Smith
Students slept outside the chapel for a nigt in cardoard boxes.

real helpless feeling occurred. I stared
at the silhouetted trees casting their outline on the border of the chapel like an
Escher sketching, and the moon seemed
to provide an ominous spotlight on the
huddled sleepers. By this time of the
night, my nose had continuously ran but
I stopped noticing due to the overwhelming numbness I felt. My ears, fingers,
and whole body had lost feeling. Huddling together, we hoped to maintain
some body heat to get through the night.
Lying there on the cardboard, curled
up in a ball, I had no other choice but to
be surrounded by my thoughts. They
echoed in my head, after all the talking
had subsided and the night was saturated
with silence.
I had wondered earlier in the night

why I, as well as others, would feel compelled to partake in this activity. What
good would it do anyone? By our sleeping outside, how is this going to benefit
the homeless? I was slightly skeptical.
But, as I shivered and longed for my
warm bed in my polished apartment, I
realized that the night was more about
personal appreciation and transformation
than it is about physically helping the
homeless. Only by removing myself
from my sheltered existence and habitation, could I come to some understanding as to how some must live, and fully
appreciate how truly fortunate I was.
"A Night Without a Home" took
place on November 14. It was a part of
Homelessness Awareness Week, sponsored by Campus Ministry.

***JUNI0RS***
ACTNOWU!
We are collecting resumes from juniors at
The Career Planning Center for the
annual Summer Internship resume book.
Summer work experiences help build
your resume and offer hands on work
experience.
**If you haven't done so already, submit
your resume in the 2001 Summer
Internship Book before Dec. 8th!**
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Lack of activism major
cause of student apathy
Continued from p. 3
ized. More students are registered as Independents than any other party affiliation. Fewer have yet to commit to any
party affiliation," said DiMuzio.
"I was born under President Carter,
but I am a true Reagan baby. I remember my parents talking about how he
slashed the federal government in order
to pay for his hikes in the military. I am
not sure that's a good thing, but there
isn't much I can do to change it," said
Fairfield University junior and Stags
Football star Jim Kotts.
"I feel that Reagan turned a lot of
people away from the government, especially students. And his cuts in the
Department of Education caused many
students to give up on the system," said
senior Pat Pleshaw.
"I think some of this Reagan stuff
might come into play here, but it also
has to do with FUSA," said Felipe
Polanco, Vice President of Multi-Cultural Relations. "We don't publicize our
meeting schedules efficiently, students
are not aware of our meetings and most
importantly they do not know that they
are open to the student body."
In recent years, the turnout for FUSA
elections has been rather mixed.
Activism is something that has always been a part of the Fairfield community, ever since the turbulent 1960s.
But this is something that is waning on
campus today.
"One can safely say that activism is
dying on campus," said Polanco. "I am
not really sure why that is, but as great
as this school is, I know it needs a lot of
work."
Polanco played an integral part in the
1999 lobbying of the administration for
increased wages and benefits for the janitorial staff at Fairfield.
"I think the school needs to change,
from clubs all the way up to the top of
the administration. If students would
simply take five to ten minutes to look
at what is wrong on this campus they

would get ideas as to what needs to be
done," added Polanco.
Voter apathy is not something that is
exclusive to Fairfield University. Of the
entire 3,100 person student population,
very few of them are involved in political organizations on campus.
According to FUSA Senator Ken
Dunaj, "The college .Republican club on
campus has somewhere between 20 and
25 active members. I would guess there
isn't more participation because we are
not a school like GW or American located in a state or nation's capital," said
Dunaj. There is no Democratic club on
campus, according to Dunaj.
"Only 50.7 percent of eligible voters
cast a ballot on November 7th," said
Curtis Gans, director of the Committee
for the Study of the American Electorate in Washington. This puts it in the
range of very low turnout.
"The reason why I don't get out and
vote on campus is simply because I don't
know who to vote for or when to do it,"
said senior Ryan Blankenship.
Clearly, Fairfield students feel the
same apathy towards.their student government and the federal government as
a whole.
"The new FUSA constitution will, I
think, now get students more active in
campus and into understanding how government works and elections are run,"
said Dunaj, who co-authored the new
document.
"This cloud of disinterest," as Jeanne
DiMuzio calls it, "is fairly common
across campus. Many students, especially upperclassmen, are unsure of what
FUSA has done to benefit them over the
years."
"Why should I vote for student government? They haven't done anything
for me in my four years here," said senior Tom Patuto. "The federal government can't even elect a president, so why
should I worry about FUSA. It's a waste
of my time."

Student vote to take
place on Dec. 12
Continued from p. 3
executive, legislative, and programming.
With these three branches, duties will be
divided equally among members according to their job description, so there is
no confusion over who is in charge of
what. Student Court will replace the judicial branch.
* An election code will be implemented.
Right now, an election commission is
elected each year, and they create new
rules to hold the elections. The new election code will provide stability and consistency to FUSA elections.
Although the use of voting machines
was discussed, FUSA has decided to use
hand ballots instead. "[The ballots are]
simple - oppose or support the constitution," said Jeannette Bilello '01, a representative of the election commission.
Many concerns about the new constitution were addressed and changed by
FUSA. However, some students feel that
the constitution needs more work before

being sent to the student body for approval.
Felipe Polanco '01, vice president
of Multicultural Affairs, believes that
the new constitution, as of this Tuesday, is a "good first draft." He believes
that it still needs some work, but was
quick to say that a lot of hard work and
a good attempt was made by the authors.
Some students said they still want
FUSA to postpone the vote until next
semester. But many FUSA members
are optimistic that the student body will
pass the constitution next Tuesday.
"I am one of the biggest advocators
of voting," said Dunaj. "I feel that the
students will vote."
Betz agreed, adding, "It's [the constitution] up to the students now. ...every vote does count, and it affects them
in the long run."
Hayes added: The constitution "is in
the student body's hands now."

Lend a helping hand
Dear Friends and Colleagues:
During this time of giving, we receive many requests for donations for those
who are less fortunate than ourselves. However, I'd like to mention one case that
is close to home. Many of us know Wai Lee, who has worked on campus for a
number of years and who, currently, is "the Bannow coffee lady."
Many of us also knew her husband, Hin Lee, who worked here for many
years as well. Unfortunately, Hin passed away in a freak accident this past August. To make matters worse for Mrs. Lee, he left no life insurance and, although
he died in an accident related to their car, the auto insurance company seems not
to be liable.
Therefore, we would like to take up a collection for Mrs. Lee, to help get her
back on her feet. If you would like to donate, please make out a check to Wai Lee
and send it, to arrive by December 15, to Mary Hofmann Secretary, Dept. of
Math/Computer Science Bannow GR-11.
You may prefer, instead, to give a card and/or donation directly to Mrs. Lee she can be found at the Bannow coffee bar most days from early morning until
around 3:00 pm.
Thanks,
Matt Coleman
Professor - Math and Computer Science Dept.

Vendley reminisces on changes over the past ten years
Continued from p. 1
Vendley has also witnessed many
changes in the past decade, both in the
operation and makeup of the university
administration and its relationship with
the outside community.
"The biggest changes are with the
beach. When I first got here it was still
an explosive relationship, but I think it's
become more of an issue in the past few

years," said Vendley. "I've also seen a
lot of changes with Multicultural Relations. Now they have resources that serve
the whole community. It's really grown
over the past ten years."
Vendley also credited other members
of the administrative staff for tireless
work in the past decade including Director of Multicultural Relations Larri
Mazon, Dean of Residence Life Fran

Koerting Dean of Freshmen Debnam
Chappell and Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences Fr. Thomas Regan, S.J. "I
couldn't begin to list all the people who
have impressed me," said Vendley.
As she leaves office, the feelings between the administration and Dean
Vendley seem to be mutual, with appreciation being directed to her for her work
with both students and university offi-

cials.
"She has a wonderful way of working with students. Even when she gives
students difficult decisions, she always
puts a positive spin on things," said
Koerting. "She had a great vision of what
Fairfield University could be."
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Procrastination 101
By Stephanie Savary
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Procrastination is an awful thing. It
keeps college students at Fairfield and
elsewhere-up all night. It keeps Dunkin'
Donuts in business. With a cup of coffee in hand at two in the morning, I must
fight the urge to procrastinate writing
this story some more.
College students lose many hours of
sleep because they procrastinate.
Friends, Napster, phones, roommates,
televisions and instant messenger are all
friends of this thing called procrastination.
Distractions are vital. Without them,
procrastinating would not be possible.
By definition, to procrastinate is to delay doing something.
The means of doing this does not
matter. Friends stop by your dorm room
and you push your work aside You say
"I should be studying for history, but
I'm not." No one moves, your friends
say, "I should get going." Again no one
moves.
During a severe case of procrastination, you can clean your room. You can
dust, you can vacuum, and you can even
do your laundry - anything to keep from
doing what you don't want to do.
Watching television is always a good

Photo: www.simpsons.com

choice. Watching movies on television
and surfing the web are also popular
pastimes.
Sleep is your friend when you procrastinate. Most college students are always tired. We take naps to avoid doing something we don't want to do. A
two-minute break turns into a two-hour
nap.
Ten o'clock at night or ten o'clock
in the morning - it does not matter. Escaping to dream land for a while is another way to put things off. You many
stay up all night studying because of
it, but you can catch a couple of hours
of sleep during the day when you are

not doing your work.
Cramming and staying up all night
are the products of procrastination. I
have seen the sun rise many mornings
because I fell victim to procrastination.
I have had many cups of coffee and soda
to keep myself awake to study because
I have put off doing it until the last hour.
Procrastination often leads to sloppy
work and bad grades. Although students
are aware of this, they do not fight the
temptation hard enough.
Procrastination is an addiction that
no one wants to give up. We feel bad
because we have this addiction, but no

one does anything to cure it. Libraries
and study lounges are possible solutions, but who wants to trek all the way
down to the library? The study lounges
are overcrowded and noisy.
You would think in your own room
it would be quiet, but your roommate
and friends are noisy. Although you hate
this noise, it is a source of putting things
off, so you welcome it.
Fighting this demon called procrastination is hard to do. You must stay
focused.on what has to be done. You
must block out all that distracts you and
keeps you from doing what you have to
do. It is easy to get off track and tell
yourself that you will do it later.
But later comes and later becomes
even later. I have spent many hours unsuccessfully fighting the urge to put
something off.
While procrastinating writing this article, I watched television, cleaned my
desk, vacuumed my carpet, and took a
shower. A friend and I also went to
Dunkin' Donuts and bought coffee,
which is why my eyes are still open to
finish this task.
As I look through the window I realize that the sun is coming up. My bed
looks so warm and inviting, but I will
go another night without sleep because
I am addicted to putting things off until
the last minute.

Home sweet home
One student clears up Dutch stereotypes

By Emilie Hugenholtz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
People think we walk around in
wooden shoes all day, smoke weed,
grow tulips in our yard, and have a nice
windmill in the background.
When Americans think of the Netherlands, they often have these stereotypes about what it is like. Unfortunately, not all American people get to
know real Dutch culture.
Dutch art is known all over the
world: Jan Vermeer, Vincent van Gogh,
Rembrandt van Rijn, Piet Mondriaan,
Frans Hals, and many others. Better
known to Fairfield students, I suppose,
is Dutch beer: Heineken, Amstel, and
Grolsch.
Our Santa Claus is a bit different
from the American one. His name is
St. Nicholas and he is the white-bearded
patron saint of children. He arrives every year from Spain in mid-November.
On December 5th, we give each
other gifts, along with poems, which are
ostensibly written by St. Nicholas and
his helpers, the "Black Petes."
Central to the daily life of a Dutchman or woman is the bicycle. The bicycle takes us everywhere.
I used to ride my bike to school and

Therefore, there is a sort of vicious
cycle, because as long as people buy
these stolen bikes, people will keep
stealing them. My sister actually bought
her own
bike back
from a
junkie
after it
was stolen two
years before.
The
Dutch
Monarchy is led
by Queen
Beatrix,
and
Queen's
birthday
on April
30th is a
huge
party
event in
the NethEmilie sports her wooden shoes and Netherlands flag.
e r 1 a n d S.
v _ „ f
bike has been stolen, you don't really Amsterdam particularly turns into a big
want to buy a brand new one for $100, orange-colored festival. The whole city
because it is probably going to be sto- becomes one huge street market and outdoor party. One can sell and buy anylen anyway.

back, taking upalmost two hours of my
day. In wind, rain or snow, the bike is a
reliable mean of transportation. There
are approximately 12.5 million bikes in
Holland
(our
population is
16 mil1 i o n
people),
o
f
which
900,000
are stolen each
year.
It is
usually
junkies
who
steal
bikes
and then
sell
them for
about
$5. If

thing, and street performers show their
talents and skills.
We eat two light sandwich meals and
one hot meal a day. We like to put
sprinkles ("hagelslag") on our toast, and
mayonnaise on our fries, and I myself
put mayonnaise on almost everything.
We like to eat raw herring, which we
eat whole and as finger-food.
Boiled potatoes are on the pot nearly
every day and are preferably mashed on
the plate with gravy poured over them.
Our favorite kitchen utensil is a jarscraper; we like to get to the bottom of
things...
More than half of the country lies
below sea level; Amsterdam is supported on piles. In 1953, there was a
big disaster, when almost a quarter of
Holland was flooded by the North Sea.
That is when we built the so-called
Delta Engineering Works: dykes and
dams and a 3.2-kilometer storm surge
barrier to prevent Holland from another
catastrophe like the one in 1953.
And I have only revealed to you a little
bit of Dutch culture.
You see now there is more than
wooden shoes (which are only worn by
the older generation of farmers to plant
the bulbs), plus the flowers, weed and
windmills. If only you were able to see
it all for yourselves...
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War
zone
warrior
ft not her horror story from the Bar one Campus Center
By John Griffin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The cranes rise high above. The
piercing sounds of dump trucks moving in reverse cut through air. Freshmen wonder, "What is behind that mysterious green fence?"
It is mealtime at the Barone Campus
Center at Fairfield University, and you
are entering "the war zone." Lost your
appetite yet? Just wait and see what
lives inside this massive giant.
As you walk around to the backside
of the campus center, you will most
likely encounter a massive line coming
outside the door and traveling down the
stairs. This is where you wait for approximately 15 minutes. Once you are
able to enter, the fun begins.
After grabbing a red plastic tray,
fork, knife and spoon, you look to see
what is for dinner from those exiting.
Easy so far? Usually there is a substantial wait to get over to the counter, but
when you get there, it is time to go to
work.
Let's say that tonight you would like
to have hamburger and fries from the
grill. You must get to the back of the

already long line and maneuver your
body around the other students waiting for lasagna, pasta, tacos or whatever other fine campus cuisine is on
the menu for the evening.
After waiting for five minutes, you
realize that you have not moved an
inch. This is because the 10 people in
front of you are all waiting to order
grilled cheese.
Would it make sense to jump to the
front of the line and ask for your burger
that is already cooked? Of course it
would, but no, that is not allowed in
the war zone. You must stay in line.
After getting your hamburger and
what is left of the curly fries, you notice that you are perspiring very
heavily from under your arms and wish
you had put on some extra Old Spice
before leaving Gonzaga Hall. Why?
The temperature inside the war
zone is always sweltering. Between
the grills, ovens, deep fryers, hot pans
and large amounts of people crowded
together, the temperature has risen to
90 degrees.
"The salad bar must be easy," you
think to yourself. "Any idiot can put
together their own salad." You soon

Books for free?
Save hnd win with efollett.com
than $15,000 in textbooks to college
students nationwide. Efollett.com pioPRESS RELEASE
neered online textbook ordering in
Fairfield University Bookstore 1995 and has been named "the smartproudly announces Colin Torrence as a est place to buy textbooks online" by
winner in the efollett.com Win Free Yahoo! Internet Life magazine.
Unlike
other
online textbook
sources,
efollett.com offers
customers the advantages of quick
purchasing online
and/or convenient
order pick up at
the store.
Students also
have the opportunity to select from
one of the largest
selection
of
money-saving
used textbooks.
"I truly enjoy
this part of my
job," said manager
Barbara Farrell.
For a wide selection of products
and services, access Fairfield Univ e r s i t y
Colin Torrence waits for his bills
Bookstore's Web
site from the efollett.com list of colBooks Giveaway.
The promotion encourages students leges.
The Follett Higher Education
to reserve or order textbooks using the
Fairfield University Bookstore's Group, the leading provider of bookefollett.com Website. Each student par- store services, operates the Fairfield
ticipant that placed an order or reserva- University Bookstore. Follett is also
tion from April 1 to September 1 2000 the largest supplier of used books in
North America. Follett's mission is to
was eligible to win free textbooks.
"I can't believe I won!" says Colin help all college bookstores become
world class, multi-channel academic
Torrence.
retailers
and to support higher educaFairfield University Bookstore is one
tion
by
being
the preeminent provider
of over 60 efollett.com partner stores
of
academic
and
collegiate products
giving away a combined total of more
and services.

You are a salad bar failure.
When you make it out of the food
area, you look up and are confused
again. Where do you
sit? Where did your
roommates go? Will
you drop your tray?
You panic! You feel
like everyone is looking at you.
You begin walking and cannot find a
seat anywhere. Finally after taking a
lap around the cafeteria and hundreds of
students, you find
your friends and sit
down to enjoy your
already cold meal.
"What a terrible
experience," you
think. But remember,
a walk to Dolan could
make meals much
worse. For a brief
moment, the war
Photo: www.wsu.edu
zone doesn't seem
cucumber or tomato, as well as grabbing that bad, until you look for a napkin
salad dressing and taking all the croutons. and can't find one anywhere.

realize this to be entirely untrue.
People are reaching in front, behind
and across from you just to get an extra

Village Bagels Deli & Grill

LI

Not}mt Bopls
We pride ourselves on serving a wide range menu le please all cur customers.

Serving Breakfast & Lunch
•20 Varieties of Fresh Bcgel's & 13 Varieties of Oeam Cheese
•Fresh Muffins
•Gourmet Flavored Coffee's, Herbal Tea's
& Fresh fruit Smoothies
•Homemade Soups prepared dally
•Hot Homemade Specialty Sandwiches 'Dally Specials
40 Sandwiches to choose from on your choica ol Bagel, Grinders; Poluguese
Rolls, Wraps, White, Wheat or Rye Bread.

•Cold Cut Platters, Sandwich Platters, 3-12 ft. Grinders,
Fresh Fruit Platters & Hot Specla-s
653 Post Road, Fairfield, a 06430
{Across fnm MoishoH's Shopping Center)
Ptione (209) 255-3471 • Fax (205) 2*4-2*90
Mon-Sot 6:00am-5pnT
Sgn 7i00«ri - 4'OOJMTI
10% Discount w'srudwt ID
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Stop by the Canisius
Snack Bar and meet
Andres Centeno
Photo: Josh O'Connell

1. What does Sodexho really mean?
I think it means high quality... the
money is very good.

7. Is the coffee made fresh every day
or is it recycled?
Oh my god! It's fresh, man! (laughs)

2. You sell 7-Up here, so would you
do me the favor of showing me your
can?
You're not a girl, so...

8. What's the fastest you've ever seen
a student run out of Stag bucks?
I don't know... I think a week. Some
don't put much on there, like only $50,
and then they eat like I don't know what.

3. What's your biggest seller?
Water.
So it's selling like it's water, right?
(laughs) Yeah, I guess so.
4. Do girls get discounts if they flirt
with you?
Definitely!
5. Have you ever felt the urge to
throw cream cheese at someone when
they have an attitude with you?
Hell yeah!
6. Has the card machine ever given
you an attitude where it refuses to
cooperate?
Mmm hmm. Yep, it does.

9. We know where donut holes end up
- Dunkin Donuts does a good job with
that (Munchkins). But where do the
bagel holes from your bagels go?
They don't get sold... they just give 'em
to theteachers.
10. Do you ever feel in competition
with the bookstore people?
There's no match there, man.
11. What's the strangest thing that's
happened to you while working here?
The bomb threats. When they called
saying there was a bomb in here.
12. Is Campbell's soup really "Mmm

Cheers
to the twins (22 years ago) - happy
birthday... to a completed FUSA constitution... to Steph - happy 20th... to
bringing the 80's party to the Grape...
to rasor/UNITE trip to NYC... to constant dance party at the Lighthouse...
to up and coming holiday parties...
to "being in college"...to Joe coming
back to life again...to Red Bull... to
the Lighthouse for always having
open beds...to MB for keeping Fran's
visitor entertained... to the BNL concert - thanks Steph...to SlimJims...to
NF's 2000 becoming BF's 2000... to
cheese...to long trail shorts... to blue
eyeshadow... to Jacki's makeovers...
to BH's bright red pants..,to Congrats
Kim - we love you!!... to Maria's 21st
birthday...to making money... to Dr.
Simon reading cheers and boos KUDOS!... to Maria's pimp... to
Bellarmine pond... to our new fake

mmm good"?
(Refering to the number of questions
asking about the quality of food) Man,
you're really killing me bro. (Under
breath) Seriously, not really.
13. So... when do you start serving alcohol? 8 PM? 10 PM?
8 PM. (laughs)
14. Let's play the pyramid: stag
bucks, bad photos, student numbers...
d'mon... it's the ID! DING!
15. Once and for all, clear it up for us.
Is it the Levee or the New Stag?
I don't think it's gonna be the New Stag.
16. What artist do you wish would just
stop recording music?
Let's see... which one's the loser... Oh
yeah, the Spice Girls! They suck! (Under breath) I don't really know who
they are...
17. How do you feel about the situation involving Gore and Bush?
You know what they should do? They

should leave Clinton in for another four
years. He's the man!
18. What do you think of all the construction they're doing around here?
It's gonna be great as soon as they're
done. They're doing a wonderful job.
19. What do you say to all your fans
out there?
Keep loving me, man!
20. Any last words?
Thinking of all of your great questions,
I hope I don't get fired. And keep up
the good job! I want you to put that in
there.
Done.
Have a question you 'd like Josh to
ask? Know someone on campus you
think should be interviewed? Have
a comment or suggestion about 20
Questions?
E-mail Josh at
webmaster@in-pursuit.net today!
$3.95 first minute, $.95 each additional minute. Adults only. 18+

Boos

OfSjr Joff Btrr-c-hJno

ID's... to the patoon in Greenwich village... to going into the city with Liz and
Paul... to Dunkin' Donuts... to Mirror
office booty calls... to classes almost
being over... to finding good parking
spots... to the loud cat...to the High
Tide's '80s party... to no more classes
next week... to dirty games at the Undertow... to mom's letter putting the
landlord in her place... to shameless selfpromotion... to Marta - thanks for being
there...

to having the Beach Stag for almost two
weeks and not distributing it... to gross
cubicle PDA at the library on Sunday...to
gas station boys...to group projects...to
uneasy eye contact...to "Baby" love
me...to booing the spitter...to Joe being
alive...to scooters...to making out in the
middle of parties...to smooching goodbye when you're leaving for 5 minutes
to pee at the Grape... to house-wide dry
spells... to insecure girls... to guys claiming they don't want high maintenance
girls, but pride themselves on making
us their forever gal pals... to pathological liars...to FUSA for no longer sponsoring Spring Break '01... to senior portrait prices... to cuddling with ex-boyfriends... to friend calling me obnoxious... to CNS for thinking that adding
Tl lines increases connection speed... to
Stag babe - nice e-mail address... to being a nerd all weekend... to friends prom-

ising they will come out and going
back on their word... to too much
work...to being sick... to friends being idiots... to never hooking up... to
never having enough money... to
babysitting early in the morning... to
beach houses with bad heating systems... to a lack of job interviews...to
what am i doing?...to financial insecurity at all times...to paying bills...
to the semester almost being over...to
lots and lots of work... to extra space
in the "Boos" column...

Where are all the Cheers and Boos?
E-mail all your good and bad memories
to mirror(cDfair11,fairfield.edu
Come on! Everybody's doing it...
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To the Editor:
Last week, Vin Farisello and
I submitted a little expose on the
new FUSA constitution
("What's the Big Secret?").
The commentary highlighted
some aspects of the revision
that we felt deserved attention,
but had somehow been left out
of the "mainstream" coverage.
Our purpose? Contrary to what
some may think, it was hot to
gamer attention or to act out a
personal grudge against FUSA.
It was to encourage an informed
vote. A possibility within reach
now that FUSA Has postponed
the student vote from December 5th to December 12th.
I believe that an "informed"
vote is the only acceptable kind
of vote. For all the talk we hear
about "Rocking the Vote"
around election time— and all
the shame we get laid on us
when voter turnout is low—do
we really want just anybody
pulling that lever? Are we
somehow willing to accept that
an ignorant voter is better than
a non-voter? I would hope not.
Sure, all political parties
support last minute "Get out the
Vote" campaigns—for their
candidate. That's because they
don't care what you know, so
long as you're voting for the
right guy. The fact is that an informed and unbiased vote isn't
made last minute. It takes time
and review. That applies for
votes on Presidents, Senators—
and yes—student government
constitutions.
But in the last couple weeks,
FUSA seemed like it was organizing its own "Get out the

Vote" campaign for the constitutional revision. Now, please
don't get me wrong. I respect
FUSA and its fantastic effort in
putting this revision together
over the last 2 months. Still, I
can't seem to get over the
amount of bias that it has been
marketed with.
For example, colored flyers
were distributed by FUSA in
mailboxes three weeks ago.
They promised students that
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The fact is that an informed and unbiased
vote isn 't made last
minute. It takes time
and review. That applies for votes on Presidents, Senators—and
yes—student government constitutions.
"Everything Changes on December 5th!" (The original date
of the campus-wide vote) but
really didn't explain anything.
Was this an impartial attempt to
unveil the details of a proposed
governmental restructuring?
Umm.. .1 don't think so.
In order for students to make
an informed vote on this constitution, they have to know the details. I would still strongly urge
every student to read BOTH the
revised and current copies of the
FUSA constitution before voting. Getting the information
straight from the source is a lot
better than depending on FUSA
for it—or me, for that matter!
The point is, decide for yourself.

Fortunately, FUSA has decided to postpone the vote until
the 12th—and I would hope it
was done because they too realize the importance of an informed vote. Yet I suspect that,
if published, this letter will
share some space with some
very irate commentaries and
editorials. I would suppose that
FUSA allowed this extra week
to refute our arguments, accuse
us of "scare tactics", and hope
to dismiss us as trouble raising
liars.
Well, if that's the case, I
don't mind. I'll have fun reading each and every attack. Trust
me, I understand their arguments. Since the time our article was written there have
been several changes made to
the revision. For example, the
Student's Declaration of Rights
has been added, which I
couldn't be happier about. For
that reason, I could see where
someone might actually accuse
us of "jumping the gun" or being "uninformed"!
But if we didn't get the article in when we did, it would
have never made the print. It
would have never caused a stir,
and we would all be getting
ready to vote this Tuesday—
without all the information.
Well, most of our issues still
exist. And they deserve to be
addressed. We hope that FUSA
uses this week to do just that.
We'll be listening.

Sincerely,
J.P.Marini '02

Revised September 2000.
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WHAT IS...
bothering,
impressing,
gladdening,
enrapturing,
captivating,
bullyragging,
annoying,
affecting

YOU?
WRITE TO THE MIRROR AT
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Book due dates are bogus
By Lori Rizzo
ONLINE EDITOR
After a rough semester of
study, get ready for another setback.
Just today I visited our library to find that once again the
university has decided to put its
construction plans above the
greater good of the students.
This idea is certainly their worst
yet - directly compromising the
education of the students.
All of our library books are
due back by December 15th, a
full week before the end of finals. That means that our research papers, take home finals, essays, and cram sessions
need to be done without the aid

of printed material for the sole
purpose of the library staff
moving the books from one
area of the library to another.
When I pointed out the true
ludicrousness of this idea, during a time which students flock
to the library in hoards, the unfriendly staff member warned
that if the books were not back
on time that the library
wouldn't be in working condition for next semester. To
which I respond, if we don't
pass this semester, there may
not be a next semester. Besides,
we have an entire month's vacation, when I'm sure the diligent employees can make up
for the mere seven days that we
have the books in our possession. The employee then com-

mented that maybe, if we really
need our books (and I imagine
that we would), we might be
able to come in and renew them
on the 15th. No promises.
That isn't too much of an inconvenience, is it? I'm sure that
all 4,000 students who have finals ahead want nothing more
than to lug their books back to
the library because of yet another idea that puts the importance of the students' education
in last place.
Don't expect to see a penny
of our late-fees without a fight.

hit us at
w.fairfieldmirror.con
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First Bill Buckner, now this!
How Gore lost and joined history's biggest chokers...
By Sean Hayes
ASSISTANT COMMENTARY EDITOR
"How did it come to this?" That is a
good question, since it should have never
been this close. Al Gore had everything
a candidate could want going for him:
Vice-President for eight years, booming
economy, a not-too-smart Republican
"puppet" as his opponent, lowest unemployment rate in twenty five years, etc.
etc...As the world waits for the Tallahassee Tribal Council to vote someone
off the island we all should ask: "How
in the world did Al lose?"
Like all things in the Clinton-Gore
administration, the answer always seems
to come back to Bill Clinton's character. The Republican Party has never been
this motivated to win the office of the
presidency. Die-hard Republicans must
feel like Democrats did during Regan's
two terms. It's a lot like being strangers
in their own country. Another four years
of Clinton (he won't be there, but the
memory will)-Gore? That's Republican
hell.
And in hoping to avoid this purgatory, Republicans turned out in force,
with their checkbooks ready. George W.
raised more than 100 million dollars for
his campaign, and there was also huge
interest in John McCain.
Someone should really make George
W. read "The Odyssey," because it seems
that every mistake his campaign made
rose out of his smarmy cockiness. Hubris hasn't been this present since, well,
Clinton. As George W. tried to coast
through the primaries on name recognition, he saw his leads in the polls and at
«
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The world hasn't
seen a final stretch
collapse this had
since Jean Van de
Velde.
55

the voting booths drop.
So what does Al Gore do? Instead of
capitalizing on a Republican Party that
seemed ready to split at the seams, he
was stuck in the same game. While Al
played one on one with Bill Bradley,
George W regained ground on Super
Tuesday. By the time it was certain who
would be the nominees, everyone was
back on the same level.
Still, this should not have been a big
issue for Team Gore. Campaigning on
"Reagan in 84" and "Bush in 88" platforms, Gore's early speeches were focused on the idea that America was better off now than it was 8 years ago.
Unfortunately for Al, it sounded a lot
better coming out of The Gipper, and
history has turned George Bush into a
very respected president. Not surprisingly, Al's speeches soon evolved into

nitpickings on what word George W.
mispronounced that day.
Which, in theory, could have worked.
It was never a secret during the campaign that Al was a lot more knowledgeable than George. The debates held the
opportunity that Gore needed to finally
say to America: "I'm the right man for
the job."
The world hasn't seen a final stretch
collapse this bad since Jean Van de
Velde. Al Gore didn't royally screw up
the debates because he was unprepared.
If anything, he was far to wound up, way
to over rehearsed. In the first debate,
all of America could agree that Al
cleaned George's clock on policy. However, Al's persistent sighing, shrugging,
and interruptions made him into what
had always been the bad side qfhispersonality. He had materialized in that first
debate into the nerd at the front of the
class that no one liked.
I personally believe that the two biggest mistakes that Al made during his
campaign occurred during the debates.
The first soon followed. During the second debate, Al was reserved, calm, quiet,
and an utter tool of the polls. It was
never more apparent during all eight
years of Clinton-Gore that this was a
team driven by polls and public opinion.
The biggest mistake? During the
third debate, George W. was answering
a question when Al arose from his stool
and approached his opponent, ready to
respond. The moment where George W.
is speaking, turns to find Gore two feet
from him, nods, and begins speaking
again is political hilarity. On TV it
looked like a panther stalking his prey.
In a way, it was the smack all of America
wanted to give that smart kid, perpetually raising his hand at the front of the
classroom. In the most ironic of
Clinton-Gore aftermaths, the election
was now "about character, stupid."
In realizing that they could not win
on Gore's personality, the Gore team
unleashed their PR minions. It was time
to go negative. Sometimes it worked
and sometimes it did not, but it hardly
helped Al Gore's standing. Some comments were genuine (George W. really
goofed on whether Social Security was
a federal program), and some were absurd. Did anyone actually believe that
George W. Bush should be linked to the
dragging death of James Byrd (as implicated in a NAACP ad)?
The rhetoric reached its boiling point
several days before the election. In a
church, Gore stated that Bush's idea to
appoint "constructionists" was tantamount to appointing Judges who viewed
some as 3/5ths a person. The final blow
came when George's DUI record was
released.
But Republicans are smarter now.
Learning their lesson from Impeachment, the Republican Party knows now
that any personal attacks can be turned
on the assailant. Rather than fight back,
the Republican Party passed these off

as merely desperate attacks to win votes
(which they were).
Gore's campaign routinely painted
itself into corners. They agreed to a debate format that would change every
time, with the town-hall format (Bush's
strongest form) coming last. Gore always had to deal with questions of lying
or exaggerating, and his first debate answer was a lie (Al had been questioning
George W's experience routinely).
By stating that this election was about
"issues" while independent Democratic
groups were running negative ads the
Gore team could not reap the benefits of
Republican mistakes. Any statement by
the-Gore camp on George's arrest record
would have been seen as capitalization
on "gotcha" politics. Technically, the

Realizing that they
could not win on
Gore's personality,
the Gore team unleashed their PR
minions.
55
Gore team was already verging on
hypocracy, but they could not afford to
make it blatantly obvious.
Furthermore, the Gore team now

finds itself trapped in two problems they
created after the election. Al Gore may
have won the popular vote, but the reason any arguments about our electoral
college's necessity have not surfaced
from many Democrats is simple. Weeks
before the election, as George W. was
leading the national polls but losing key
states, many Democrats appeared on TV
denouncing a popular vote win but an
electoral loss as a mere "Constitutional
Irrelevancy." I'm not saying that any arguments to rid America of the Electoral
College would ever maintain a level of
merit, but it definitely has hurt Al Gore
in the polls.
And now Al Gore is out of time. The
time that could have been spent contesting the Florida results was wasted on hand
counts that did not help Gore enough. If
the Gore team was planning on contesting a certified election, why did they even
bother going to the Supreme Court of
Florida? They knew they were treading
on a quagmire of unprecendented judicial interpretation and legislation from the
bench. Their contest case was based on
getting more hand counts. If they had
waited and let Katherine Harris certiy a
Bush win of 930, they would have had
adequate time for these contest
procedings that now are headed for the
Florida Supreme Court.
George W. did not truly win this election. Al Gore lost it. So please, Mr. Gore,
concede. Even Van de Velde did not need
the Supreme Court and Leon County to
know when he lost.

Vote online at www.fairfieldmirror.com

What is your take on
the holiday season?
Call me Mr. Grinch
I believe in Santa
It lost its luster
Pile on the presents

It's a time to be with family and friends
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What is your opinion on the
presidential election?
By Amy Torchen

/ think that Gore should
concede like Nixon and run
again in four years.

Gore knew how the election
worked before it started. He
should just suck it up and
take it like a man.

Bill Dziedzis '04

Everett Minger '03

I stopped paying attention four
days after election day. I think
that Gore needs to step down.

/ voted for Gore but I think
that it's getting a little ridiculous and out of hand.
He should concede now.

Beth Orga '03

IfAl Gore had won his own
home state, this whole election
process would be over.
Mark Sheridan '03

Carla Bianchi '02

Poll Results at www.fairfieldmirror.com

What concerns you the most about our campus?
Lack of student participation in events

m
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Student/Beach relations

27%
Student/Administration relationships
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Housing options for next year

have other concerns
Nothing concerns me

Construction

III 1%

21%
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By Nick Tuffarelli

By Jennifer Amenta

There are a number of issues that
one must consider before deciding to
move in with their girl. There are
money questions, concerns dealing
with one's new distance from work and
distance from friends and family.
However, there is one concern that
rises above the rest: will one's "social
life" be affected by this move in.
Occasionally a guy gets engaged
young and right up to the wedding day
he will still be living at home unless a
miracle happens. Now despite the fact
that he is a loser in the first place, if
you're him and your girl invites you
to move in, you jump because that
miracle just occurred. If one is curious why, it's simple! You now have
your own pad basically rent-free. If
she was paying it before than she can
still afford it with you there. Just in
case she ever does ask you to help out
with the rent, tell her that you just being there is payment enough.
But if you're a single guy and not
engaged, you still need your space.
You need a place where you and your
boys can go nuts, watch wrestling,
have mini-parties, invite strippers back
after the bar and an empty place where
you can watch the Yankees win their
27th World Series. No one wants a girl
squawking in their ear to clean the
bathrooms when you just woke up after a long, hard Saturday night, to
watch the Jets at 1PM.
Before engagement, one has to keep
one's eligibility status up on the club
scene and maintain their player profile.
However, after engagement, you
should move in with your fiance. What
happens during the engagement period
will carry over to the marriage period.
Please remember, guys, that once that
rock (that is worth three months salary) goes on your girl's finger, you're
free life is over.
Basically one has to apply what Bill
Bellamy said in "How to be a Player."
To quote him: "Aplayer never wants a
pager because he never wants his girl
to know where he is but his girls need
one so he can always get in touch with
them." It's the same when it comes to
having your own place. <• If you live
together then she is always going to
have tabs on you but if you do not, you
are still a free man, at least for now!
*oNe

Sometimes this is an issue talked
about in hushed voices, you know your
Aunt Marge sitting around the coffee
table with her bridge partners gossiping
and rolling eyes intermittently, "Oh
they're living together are they?" It's an
issue that might even make some fathers
and mothers cringe, "Not the dreaded
premarital cohabitation!!" Shacking up,
saving on rent, living in sin, testing the
waters, experimenting, whatever way
you look at it, living together before
marriage can be an ideal
situation for many men and women.
While I believe that every situation is
unique for different couples, in general
I think that living together before taking the big leap at the alter is a great
idea.
A marriage is much more of a partnership during this day and age than it
has ever been before. The conception
of Betty Crocker in the kitchen and Joe
Average bringing home the bacon
doesn't seem to work anymore in our
society, therefore expectations should
really be worked out before two people
commit to each other for life. Sure a
marriage is about compromise and
building a life with another person, but
truly knowing this person and all their
quirks and maybe even one or two bad
habits is certainly valuable information.
How can you know if you want to live
the rest of your life with someone if
you've never really seen how they live,
or how you will live together? Come on,
we've all had roommates, do you truly
know someone until you've lived with
them??
In my opinion living together before
marriage can also strengthen a relationship. Learning to work together cooperatively and respectfully is certainly
something that might take a little time
getting used to. When the couple finally
does decide to tie the knot (inevitably
much later than the family would have
determined "proper") they can go into
the new life together with a little experience and a little bit of confidence. With
divorce rates at last I checked up to 50%,
I certainly don't like those odds, any
little bit of stability that can be created
is integral to a healthy marriage.
Bottom line, forget the outside pressure and do what feels right, ignore Aunt
Marge, she complains about Uncle
George constantly anyway.
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still can't put it Down.

Graffiti
Finals
■

Buying gifts
Best of Fairfield issue
I Holiday parties
Sopranos re-runs
Maria's Big 21
Bookstore back door
Off-campus status
Spiked eggnog
Semester's end

hang 'em Up.

not Up on the wall. I
study Up.
open Up your wallet.
coming Up.
get Down 'n dirty.
tape em Up.
self promotion Up.
open it Up.
boogie Down!
bottoms Up.
pencils Down.

Student wants clarification
To the Editor:
First off, I would like to congratulate The Mirror on their outstanding
work during my three years at Fairfield. Your articles are what the
students care most about and portray
life here as only The Mirror can.
I am writing in response to an
article titled "Students move to
modern majors" in the November 16th
issue. I was accurately quoted by The
Mirror in regard to the story, however,
I have more to add. According to my
statement, "I am a double major in
economics and finance, but if I had to
pick between the two, I would be a
finance major. There are not as many
opportunities for economics majors
any more." This statement does not
reflect my complete feelings, and I
would like to clarify the issue.
I feel that there are not as many
opportunities that interest me in

economics, moreover, I am interested
in a career orientation of finance as
opposed to the theoretical application
of economics. I honestly believe that
as far as usefulness of the majors are
concerned I see economics as the
absolute most important background to
any aspect of business and the real
reason I have chosen the major of
finance is to get background to fulfill
my ultimate career goal as a financial
advisor. Economics will ultimately
prove to be more useful in the long run,
and throughout life. The two coupled
together make the best combination and
truthfully I would never choose
between the two.
I know you want to represent my
true feelings and will take the proper
actions.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Calcanes '02

Thursday, December 7, 2000
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The theatre of the imagination
A live radio broadcast of 'A Christmas Carol•

Cf)rt£tmas(
Carol
Welles script, which will include com- anyone to audition. For instance, it does
mercials for Campbell soups that spon- not matter what ones gender or appearsored the program at the Campbell play- ance may be. It could be perfectly acceptable for a female voice to play the
house in the late 1930s.
With the Christmas season upon us,
Live radio may seem like entertain- part of a young boy.
many of us remember traditions from
The three performances before a live
ment of the past but it has taken over
when we were children to help us grab
audience
will be complete with elaborate
the airwaves of many college campuses.
hold of the holiday spirit. It may be
sets,
costumes
and sound effects. There
Like Yale and Qunnipiac, Thomas
watching movies, buying gifts for famwill
be
a
live
quartet
and vocals along
Zingarelli, Executive Director of the
ily and friends, going to mass or perhaps
with
the
noises
of
knocking
and closing
Quick Center, wants Fairfield Univervisiting Santa Claus, Mr. Christmas himsity to revive radio drama. He believes doors, which will come from the actors
that "old time radio is the themselves. Everything from the thuntheatre of the imagina- der to the rattjing chains of Old Marley
will be real.
tion."
The Friday performance will be
There are no famous
actors, designer costumes broadcast live on WVOF, the university's
or beautiful .sets. This radio station and simulcast by the Yale
type of production allows Broadcasting Company at Yale Univeryou to use your own sity. The performance will also be videoimagination. "The scen- simulcast on the university's HAM chanery is in your mind," con- nel. Tickets are available to all Fairfield
tinued Zingarelli. People University students for $ 7.50 with stuhave become too depen- dent ID.
Radio drama may seem relatively new
dent on what they see on
to
many of us, but Mr. Zingarelli hopes
television, and the mind
that
Fairfield University students will
cannot perceive visualizaappreciate this new form of theatre and
tions of its own.
Old time radio is an in- want to learn more.
Those who remember what radio
teresting art form for
those who are not famil- drama sounded like and how it made
iar with it. For certain them feel when they listened to their fapeople being in front of vorite productions, will have an overthe camera is a terrible powering sense of nostalgia. "A Christetext.lib.virginia.edu
Tiny Tun is merry on Christmas.
and frightening experi- mas Carol" is indeed the production that
parts and eight cast members, which ence that causes individuals to turn away everyone old and young has and will conself.
vJinue to enjoy during the holiday season
means many of the cast has two or more from the theatre.
However you like to spend your holi- characters.
However, being a part of a radio pro- in years to come.
day season, you too can experience the
The Quick Center production will duction is entirely different. It has a
Christmas spirit without going very far. faithfully reproduce the original Orson nontraditional way of casting that allows
By Jeanne Claus
A&E ASSISTANT EDITOR

In the Quick Center for the Arts' Wien
Experimental Theatre on December 8
and 9 there will be a radio broadcast of
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol."
In mid-November, Director Daniel
Smith, who currently directs a weekly
live radio broadcast on Yale Radio, held
auditions. He explained that many community members auditioned along with
approximately 12 Fairfield University
faculty members. In total there are 21

,
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Grinch stole more than Christmas
Holiday blockbuster not worth the cash
By Sean Hayes
ASSISTANT
COMMENTARY EDITOR

Film:
"The Grinch"
Cast:
Jim Carrey,
Molly Shannon
Director:
Ron Howard
Grade: C
As an actor, be it comic or dramatic, Jim Carrey does a very good
job in any role. Unfortunately, that
is exactly what is wrong with Ron
Howard's adaptation of "Dr. Seuss'
How the Grinch Stole Christmas."
Jim Carrey doesn't just put on a
big, hairy, green suit; he makes the
Grinch his own. But in an adaptation of a beloved children's book, that
is not what its star should do.
Carrey has already proved that he
can make an understated performance
work ("The Truman Show"). On the
other hand, he has also shown audiences that he can take someone else's
role and stay within the limitations
(or lack thereof) of the character
('.'Man on the Moon").
Carrey's Grinch is a step in the
wrong direction, as he begins to return to his really quiet-then really
LOUD antics that were showcased

throughout his "Ace Ventura" films.
This isn't the Grinch that we all
grew up on. Carrey seems to be
channeling Nicholson's performance
as the Joker in "Batman" as he revels in filth, depravity, and wonderful
"toys." Anthony Hopkins replaces
Boris Karloff's dry narration, and
while it is dignified, it just isn't the
same. The town of Whoville lacks

half hour, yet this film clocks in at
about 100 minutes. How is the time
filled? Well, the audience is treated
to a not-so-funny look at the
Grinch's childhood, and a lot of
scenes with the Who's that are just
boring.
The beauty of Disney animated
movies is that the stories are interesting and coupled with humor that

to impersonate Ron Howard (the director) and inspire his dog to act like
a reindeer, you simply want to shout
at the screen: "Enough already."
The small screen version of this
is enjoyable because it captures the
spirit of the Christmas season. Just
the fact that it is on TV is enough to
remind you of the holidays. This
movie just seems like another big
payday for all involved.
Carrey carries the movie, but
he doesn't make a
convincible Grinch. He
makes a convincible Jim
Carrey.
When the animated
Grinch slithers between presents in the television version, it is a TV moment that
sticks in your head. This
movie contains no scene that
can not only emulate such an
indelible moment, but also
simply make you smile.
Books, in general, are
simply hard to transfer to the
big screen. I can personally
only think of two films
("Forrest Gump" and "Fight
Club") that are actually better than their books. The immense amount of stretching
that has taken place here only
www.countingdown.com
The Grinch has a devilish plan.
highlights the fact that this is
a Jim Carrey film.
all ages will find funny. In this film,
the childhood wonder of the Seuss
The movie is enjoyable, but more
there are blatant Carrey-antics aimed
book and the pure wackiness of
so as a comedy, not a holiday film.
at eight year olds but then other jokes
building design. It seems more like
The fact that this film more closely
that simply shouldn't be in the film.
the town of "production designer
resembles an Ace Ventura film (rather
I don't think the 1967 Grinch used
with a 20 million dollar budget."
than its predecessor) is a testament
the word "bitchin." Also, jokes
If you need the plot for this movie
to its failure to embody the source
about racial profiling (while one of
explained to you, chances are you
material. Personally, I would rather
the film's better gags) and tossing a
were born an 18-year old, but that is
pay $8.25 to see the animated verdog's salad simply seem misplaced.
precisely the problem with the
sion on the big screen.
When the Grinch dons a baseball cap
movie. The book was about 20
along with a director's megaphone
pages, the animated special a tight

Stocking stuffers for the holiday season
Reviews of the new Enya album and 'Now9 compilation

By Josh O'Connell
ASSISTANT COPY
EDITOR

rtist: Enya
Album:
"A Day Without Rain "
Label:
Reprise Warner Records
Rating: B+
Artist: Various
Album: "Now That's What
I Call Music! 5"
Label: Sony/Zomba/EMI/
Universal
Rating: B+
As music evolves and changes,
record labels are finding it harder to
have an established brand from which
you can expect something tried and

true every so often.
"But while this may be the rule,
there are exceptions, as the new
Enya and "Now That's What I Call
Music!" CDs present. The new CDs,
while a baby step forward and definitely more current, still stick to their
old formulas while making it seem
fresh.
After five years, Enya has released her new CD "Day Without
Rain," an 11-track voyage through
music slightly more upbeat than normal for an Enya disc. The CD, like
its predecessors, has many highlights
on it, from the mid-tempo "Wild
Child" to the more commercialsounding "Only Time" (also the set's
first single).
Enya retains her unique feel with
this disc, with strings and the symphonic sound that she always carried
with her on this CD as well. Indeed,
all of her music could be considered
just natural continuations of her first
CD from the late 80s. However, with
each new CD she does try some new
things new rhythms, tempos, and ar-

Photo: Sheila Rock

Enya sittin' pretty on her new album cover,

rangements which continue to give
her music a fresh feel.
As usual, Enya, with her counterparts Nicky and Roma Ryan, pro-

duced md created

^

music withou{

any outside assistance< which adds to

See "A COLLECTION" on p. 16
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An actresses' account of Director's Cut
By Kristyn Rosen
STAFF WRITER
TheatreFairfield has done it once
again! This past weekends Directors Cut
was acomplete hit. The sold out show
was a culmination of 12 short plays
dividedinto two separate productions.
Directors Cut, overseen by Dr. Marty
Lomanaco, is a project of the Directing
Class in the Theatre Fairfield Department. The class.comprised of 12 student
directors, took on the task of directing
several oneact plays.
For many of these students, it was
their
directorial
debut,
and
theysucceeded triumphantly.
The Most Massive Woman Wins,
written byMadeleine George and directed by sophomore Megan Bell was
a gripping pieceabout the agony of
negative body image.
Megan, a double major in Theater
and history with minors in both business
and music, is a charismatic director who
brought life to Georges morbid piece.
When asked why she chose such a challenging piece, Megan replied, "I wanted
to direct a show that would be a challenge, and I also wanted a piece that was
nottraditional theatre."
Megan got what she was looking for.
The Most Massive Woman Wins focuses
on four women who are about to have
aliposuction procedure. Throughout the
course of the play, they revealthemselves
through anecdotes about their child-

hoods and their everyday lives.The piece
shows how food and body image are a
driving force in many womenslives.
Directors Cut was a wonderful experience for all involved. A majority of
the cast experienced Theatre Fairfield for
the first time, and what an experience
itwas. The production was a wonderful
success.
Theatre Fairfields next production
will be Miss Julie and The Creditors. For
tickets please call the box office at the
Quick Center for the Arts.

Photo: Mercedes Verina

Photo: Mercedes Verina
The actors and actresses of Director's Cut (from left to right) Allison Lebonitte, Kathe Almonte, Julie Lohrines, Jessica Vahadia,
Amanda Allen, Anagela Lewonczyk, Kristyn Rosen, Tim Cummings & Justin Craig.

A collection of today's
chart toppers
Continued from p. 15
the familiar feel that this CD brings. The
music also does not feel rushed, like
some artists who push to have another
release every couple of years.
Indeed, this CD was the result of a
five year process since her last CD was
issued, with only a Greatest Hits CD appearing during the hiatus. The music
continues to be of a high caliber, with

Julie Lohrius as Rita
andJustin Craigas
Lou in Charles
Forbes' Courting
Prometheus.

the table as Backstreet Boys, Mya and
Bon Jovi. The tracks range from pop
(Britney Spears Lucky to Janet's Doesn't
Really Matter) to the slightly alternative
(Nine Days Absolutely, Story of a Girl).
Besides its star power, what makes
the "Now" series work is how there is
always something for everyone. In addition, many of these tracks are unavail^ able as
lneludes^JRNET;lBONJJOVI, 'NSYNC; DESTINY'S CHILD, 98.YJESSICR SimPSON]
singles
SISQO'BRITNEYiSPEflRS, 3 DOORS DOWN, BACKSTREET BOYS
off their
albumsto buy
them otherw i s e
would require the
purchase
of 19 albums or
so vs. a
$ 1 5
"Now"
disc.
It's an
old game,
but quite
clever,
and
"Now"
the signs of growth found throughout this continues to prove to be the best at it of
CD, shown by any artist with a few al- the brands, continuing to sell more copies by far than its counterparts.
bums out.
As the music field continues to be
Meanwhile on the compilations side,
the infamous "Now That is What I Call crowded with releases in this holiday
Music!" series, popular with its various season, a little familiarity never hurt anycollections all over the world, has just one. The new Enya and "Now" CDs
brought volume 5 to light in the US, to prove they've still got the stuff to entergreat commercial success (only the tain their millions of fans all over the
Beatles new collection outsold it in its country with something a bit familiar for
first week). And why shouldn't it sell? the holidays. Both are worth the money
This all-star collection, like its pre- to lighten up your mood this winter.
decessors, brings such diverse artists to
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Men place third at Carrier Classic
Stags pick up their first win 71-53 against Akron
By Ethan Fry
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
In what turned out to be a seesaw
week for the Fairfield University
Men's Basketball team, it lost its third
game in a row before winning its first
game of the season en route to a third
place finish at this year's Carrier
Classic in Syracuse.
The Stags started off the tournament with a game against Virginia
Tech of the Big East Conference. The
Hokies jumped out to an early lead in
the first half, quickly establishing
themselves with a five point lead in the
first minute. Fairfield responded,
however, and with a Jermaine Clark
three-pointer with 15:28 left, the Stags
gained 6-5 lead. Virginia Tech quickly
regained the lead and headed into
halftime with a 28-22 advantage.
The Hokies extended their lead to
35-25 after the first four minutes of the
first half, but Fairfield responded
quickly, going on a 14-5 run to cut the
deficit to one point with the score 4039. With just under six minutes
remaining in the game, Clark hit
another one of his seven three-pointers
to tie the score at 55. From that point,
Tech went on a 7-3 spurt for a fourpoint lead. Later, Clark hit a threepointer to cut the Hokie lead to three
at 64-61, but a free throw from Tech's

Bryant Matthews iced the game at 6561.
Clark, with seven three-pointers,
led the Stags with 26 points; Chris
Rivers was the only other Fairfield
player to hit double digits, scoring 14
points. Rivers also led the team with
six rebounds. Boo Farrow led the
Stags with four assists.
Fairfield's next opponent was
Akron, on Dec. 2 in the third place
game in the Carrier Classic. For the
fourth straight game, the Stags went
behind early as the Zips staked
themselves to a 9-2 lead three minutes
into the game. The Zips extended their
lead to eight points with a little over
eight minutes left in the first half
before Fairfield went on a five point
run to narrow the score to 19-16.
However, Akron held off the Stags
long enough to enjoy a one point lead
at the half, 27-26.
The Stags took their first lead of the
game when Jeremy Logan scored on a
layup to make the score 30-29 early in
the second half. Fairfield never gave
up the lead, going on a 18-7 run to
make the score 48-36. The Stags'
biggest lead of the game came as
Jermaine Clark hit a three-pointer at
the buzzer to make the final score 7153.
Logan led Fairfield with 19 points,
and Rob Thomson scored 18 points
and added nine rebounds.
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Senior forward Chris Rivers and the Stags are off to a 1-3 start.
Fairfield hosted Iona at home on
Dec. 6, and will take on Loyola on
Dec. 10 in Baltimore. On the twelfth,
the Stags will play St. Francis in
Brooklyn Heights before gearing up
for one of the biggest games of the
season against the University of

Connecticut on Dec. 22 at the Hartford
Civic Center. Fairfield will next face
Northern Illinois and DePaul on the
28th and 30th, respectively. The Stags
won't return home until the new year,
when they face Niagara on Jan. 3,
2001.

8 Major European Destinations
London Paris Frankfurt Madrid Amsterdam
Brussels Barcelona Rome

New York to London - Round Trip - $193.
Other departure cities: Boston Chicago Washington DC
San Francisco Los Angles Atlanta Dallas/Fort Worth
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Always Expect More from Student Universe

800.272.9676
studentuniverse.com

Interested in writing for
SPORTS?
Positions are available.
Call Matt Thompson at
x6600.
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Fairfield University Volleyball falls in
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NCAA Tourney
Fairfield
Pepperdine

.4 9 16 15--1
15 15 14 17--3
ance and the final game of her career for
Fairfield University.
Joanne Saunders led the Stags with
27 kills and 12 digs. Conny Paul recorded 25 kills, 12 digs and five blocks
throughout the match while tallying a
.426 hitting percentage.
The MAAC Rookie of the Year, Kelly
Sorensen pounded home 58 assists, nine
digs, and thee service aces. Stacy
Olimpia had 14 digs in the losing effort.
Overall, the Stags had 10 blocks versus
the seven tallied by the Wave.
The Stags finish up the season with a
26-7 overall record, and were undefeated
in MAAC contests once again. After a
slow start, the team put together a tremendous season and there is much to be
proud of and also much to look forward
to next season.

By Justin S. Murphy
STAFF WRITER
The extremely talented and young
Fairfield University women's volleyball
team brought its season to a close this
past weekend with a loss to Pepperdine
University in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament. The Stags traveled
West to meet up with the Wave of
Pepperdine in Malibu, Cal.
After falling to Pepperdine in the first
two games of the match, Fairfield captured the third game. It was the first time
Fairfield had won a tournament game in
school history, but the Stags were unable to hold on in the fourth and dropped
the exciting match three games to one.
In their first NCAA Tournament
game win, senior Corinne Carlson served
three straight points to end the game and
take the Stags to a 16-14 victory.
She also had 11 kills and 12 digs. It
was her fourth straight NCAA appear-

Got an idea for a sports
story? Call Matt at x6600

All Maior Credit Cards Accepted! rsio.oo minJ
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The Advent Choral Mass
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Eight Straight
After an 0-2 start, the Stags pulled together, went undefeated in their
final eight games and notched their fourth straight winning season.
By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
The bus ride home was a quiet one.
It was mid-September and the Stags just
lost their second straight game, starting
the season 0-2. Making matters worse,
the 21-20 loss came at the hands of defending Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference champion Duquesne, who the Stags
outplayed for most of the game. The trip
back to Connecticut from Pittsburgh was
one filled with a lot of questions. After
giving up 34 points to Fordham in week
one, were the days of the dominating
Fairfield defense over? Did squandering a 20-7 fourth quarter lead against the
Dukes reveal the teams inexperience?
Could a sophomore quarterback possibly fill the shoes left by Jim LOpusznick
and make the offense a scoring threat?
The next Saturday, the Stags strapped
on the pads and met Iona on Alumni
Field. In front of a home crowd, who
will forever be their harshest critics, the
Stags began to answer their own questions. The offense put up 55 points. The
defense all but blanked the Gaels, giving up only one score. The underclassman quarterback lit up the Iona secondary for a school record 384 yards passing and three touchdowns. And that was
just the beginning.
After the loss to the Dukes, the Stags
tore through the rest of their schedule,
winning all eight games, putting up more
then 50-points four times and holding
opponents to 14 points or under four
times. The Stags grew both as players
and as a team, finishing their season 8-2
and just one win away from being coconference champions.
Cerchio found the rhythm he was
lacking in the first two games and his

Photo: Ellen Harvey
Senior offensive linemen Ben Harvey clears a path for tailback Adam Ferreri in their game against Marist.
strong arm helped shape the Fairfield
offense into a consistent scoring threat.
The sophomore topped his own passing
mark against St. Peter's and the record
now stands at 410 yards.
"I didn't meet my own expectations,
but I think I did what I had to do towards
end of the year," Cerchio said of his
sophomore year at QB. "It's very hard
to fill the role after Jimmy, and I tried to
do my best. I hope to improve more next
year and do a lot better."

Photo: Sports Info
Senior Adam Ferreri was one of six Stags to receive All-Academic honors from
the MAAC.

The team ended its season with a 3814 win over the University of Jacksonville in the first college game ever played
at Disney's Wide World of Sports Complex. Cerchio, who threw for 249 yards
in the contest, said the win in the sun
was a great way to end the season.
"Jacksonville was a great team,
they're very fast," Cerchio said, "but we
were very pumped to play our last game
down in Florida. Our defense had a great
game, the offensive line blocked very
well, Matt Costanzo did a great job running all over the place and the receivers
also had good games. It's hot down
there. I was a little winded, but it felt
good to get out of cold."
Linebacker turned running back
Costanzo once again came up big for the
Stags and rushed for 218 yards on 25-'
carries in the contest. The senior was
just four yards short of the school record
for rushing yards in a game.
Linebacker Mike Corello and defensive back Don Milligan paced the Stags'
defense with eight and seven tackles, respectively and Milligan picked off his
ninth interception of the year. Senior
linebacker Steve Norcini recorded six
tackles, giving him a team-high 89 on
the season and an impressive 182 tackles over the past two seasons. The linebacker ended his career with a schoolrecord 327 tackles, while his 93 tackles
in 1999 remains the school standard for
a season.
He didn't pick off a pass against Jacksonville, but senior defensive back Steve
Dogmanits was named the MAAC Defensive Player of the Year for his solid
play in the secondary all season long.
The senior finished the year with 45
tackes and 11 interceptions in 10 games.
Cerchio said one of the high points
of this season for him was the team's
comeback win over Marist on November 4. "I'd say that the game when we
came back against Marist after being
down late in the game stands out in my
mind," Cerchio said. "We stepped up in
the face of adversity arid pulled together

as a team."
The quarterback also said that he
speaks for the entire team when he says
he wishes they could take another shot
at Duquesne.
"I think, and I know everyone on the
team would agree with me, that I would
like to go back and play Duquesne one
more time. That was definitely a heartbreaker. When you beat a team up and
down field and then lose the game on
one play, that's pretty hard to swallow,"
Cerchio said. "I think if we had played
late in the season it would definitely have
been a different game, because you grow
as you go through a season, and we grew
very strong towards the end."
In addition to 11 Fairfield players
earning spots on the All-MAAC First
Team, six players received All-Academic honors from the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference. Junior tight end
Kevin Daniewicz, senior running back
Adam Ferreri, junior defensive lineman
Scott Gelber, senior defensive lineman
Pat Grugan, senior linebacker Norcini
and senior defensive back Brandon
Wiater received the award.
Daniewicz was a key blocker on the
solid offensive line. Ferreri became the
Stags' all-time leading rusher this season, finishing his career with 1,225 yards
and tied a school record with three touchdowns against Siena. Gelber finished the
year with 39 tackles, including 28 solos,
and 4.5 sacks while Grugan recorded
29 total tackles, 19 solos and one sack.
Wiater, a regular in the secondary, had
23 tackles, 19 solos and two picks on
the season.
"Wining eight straight games was a
great way to end and head into next year.
We'll be missing some gieat players next
year, but we've got a lot of guys that are
ready to step up and fill in," Cerchio said.
"We're going into next season with an
eight game winning streak and we're
also undefeated for the past three years
at home. We want to keep it going, and
keep on winning."
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Ups and downs
Strumpfcracks 1,500 careerpoints as Stags fall to Providence
time. The Friars extended their lead to
39-33, before the Stags went on a 15-0
runtotakeanine-pointlead. After Providence cut the lead to within three^ Fairfield again stretched the lead to nine at
56-47, withjust over 10 minutes remaining. However, the Friars came through
in the clutch, outscoring the Stags by 16
over the last 10 minutes of play.
It was a hard-fought loss for Fairfield,
who controlled the beginning ofthe second half, but came up short down the
stretch. Strumpfled all scorers with 22
points, nine rebounds, and one blocked
shot. Strumpfnow has 1,507 points for
her career. Tapley added to the Stags'
scoring with 18 points, including five
three-pointers. Tapley now has 163 career three-pointers, which ranks second
in Fairfield history.
Fairfield opens its Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference season onThursday
at Iona. The Stags next home game is
slated for Sunday, Dec. 10, against
MAAC rival Loyola at 2 p.m. at Alumni
Haft
The women's basketball team would
appreciate all those attending Sunday's
game to please bring an unwrapped toy
for the needy children ofthe community.

ByMkePignataro
STAFF WRITER
The women's basketball team defeated Harvard decisively 92-73 on Saturday at Alumni Hall, while falling to
Providence 87-75 on Monday at Providence. Senior center Gail Strumpf became the eighth player in Stag history
to reach the 1,500 career point plateau
on Monday night. With the Providence
defeat, Fairfield suffered its second loss
of the season, dropping their record to
5-2 on the year.
In the Stags' win over Harvard, they
were led by Schrene Isidora, who had a
game high 19 points, and Strumpf, who
had 18 points and seven rebounds injust
21 minutes of play. Megan Light contributed to the Stags victory as well with
acareerhigh 11 assists, which also tied
the third best single game assist total in
school history. All five Stag starters
scored in double figures as Fairfield won
its fifth game ofthe season.
With a 16-15 lead, the Stags went on
an 18-8 run to break the game open in
the first half WithHarvardgettinginto
early foul trouble, the Stags took a 4532 half-time lead. Harvard, however,
used 12 second halfFairfield turnovers
to close within seven withjust over eight
minutes to play. Holli Tapley regained
the Stags momentum, connecting on four
three-pointers down the stretch, finishing with 17 points overall. With four
minutes left, the Stags grabbed their biggest lead of the game, a 22-point margin, and went on to defeat the Crimson

Photo: Sports]
Senior Gail Strumpf and the Stags move to 5-2 on the season.
by 19. Head coach Dianne Nolan commented, "Our depth really showed, everyone contributed in some way for us."

On Monday, the Lady Stags took to
the road to face Big East foe Providence.
Providence took a 33-31 lead into half

The women's team will
play MAAC rival Loyola
at home on Sunday Dec.
10 at 2 p.m.

Season Wrap-up
Football finishes 8-2
Quarterback Mike Cerchio and the Stags finish
the season on an eight game winning streak by
beating the University of Jacksonville in their
final game. Page 19.

INSIDE SPORTS:
VOLLEYBALL loses to Pepperdine in the first
round of NCAATourhament but wins its first
NCAA game ever. Page 18.
MEN'S HOOPS picks ups its first win of the
season against Akron in route to a third place
finish in the Carrier Classic. Page 17.
Photoc Sports Info

